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What are Big Data and the Internet of Things?
What is driving change?
Protecting rights in Big Data
Regulating use of Big Data and the Internet of Things
Liability
Technical and organisational issues
Commercial exploitation

What is Big Data?
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What is Big Data?

Value
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Big Data - value
Growth and investment

•

Projected growth: Big Data technology and services are expected to grow
worldwide to USD 16.9 billion in 2015 at a compound annual growth rate of
40% (European Commission, Towards a Data driven Economy, 2014)

•

Businesses are investing in Big Data: investment in Big Data technologies is
expanding, according to a recent survey by Gartner, Inc:



•

73 percent of respondents have invested/plan to invest in Big Data in the next 24 months (up from
64 percent in 2013)
the number of businesses stating they had no plans for Big Data investment fell from 31 percent in
2013 to 24 percent in 2014

Investment hot spots:
"Big Data investment continues to be led by North America, with 47 percent of
organisations reporting investment, up from 37.8 percent in 2013. All other
regions experienced increases in investment over the last year."
(Nick Heudecker, research director at Gartner)
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What is the Internet of Things?
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What is driving change?
Social network activity: mobile vs. desktop
Percentage of time spent on social networks in the US, by platform*
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What is driving change?
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What is driving change?
Amount and type of data
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What is driving change?
Storage Capability
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Legal drivers
Legal/contractual environment may assist in prompting
uptake where it delivers certainty and trust
− Legislative and state encouragement: of commercial activity based on
the digital economy (e.g. National Broadband Policy and National
Development Plan)
− Existing contractual norms: relating to data and security - readily
adaptable to contracting for Big Data and the Internet of Things
− SA privacy legislation: Protection of Personal Information Act (POPI)
− Existing licensing models: market acceptance of standard licensing
model for open data (available for use/reuse/redistribution)
− Standards: development of technical and interoperability standards
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Protecting rights
Information
– Confidentiality: where data is confidential
– Contractual: confidentiality provisions

Database
– Copyright: a database is a literary work and is therefore
eligible for copyright under the Copyright Act

Software
– Copyright: source codes and object codes
– Patents: software cannot be patented in South Africa
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Protecting rights
Algorithms
– Patents: algorithms also cannot be patented in South Africa
– Copyright: protected if someone has actually copied formula
rather than concepts underlying the formula
– Confidentiality: safer option may be to keep algorithm
secret
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Not a game
played by
different rules
The information Commissioner’s Office,

Big Data and Data Protection, 2014

Regulating activity - overview
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Regulating activity – data privacy
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Regulating activity – data privacy
Further processing (POPI section 15)
“Compatible” with original processing – 5 stage test
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Relationship between the primary and secondary purpose.
Nature of data.
Consequences of further processing on data subject.
Manner of collection.
Any contractual rights and obligations.

“Not incompatible” if:
– the data subject has consented to the further processing;
– the information is public (records or deliberately published);
– further processing is necessary for:
– law enforcement or national security purposes; or
– protecting public safety or individual life or health;
– anonymised information is used for historical, statistical or research
purposes; or
– an exemption from the regulator has been granted.
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Regulating activity - taxation
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Regulating activity - discrimination
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Regulating activity - case studies
Analytics in law enforcement
• Private sector engagement: banks and telecommunications
industries
• Legislation: currently prevents rather than permits
– Regulation of Interception and Provision of Communication-Related
Information Act (RICA)
– sharing of communications content and meta-data prohibited
– judicial authorisation / confirmation processes

• Use of data: by law enforcement officials only
– investigation of specific offences
– ongoing access to information prohibited
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Liability
Contractual matrix
•

Risk: undocumented arrangements between owners/contributors of
technologies for the Internet of Things

•

Resolution: delineate boundary for service responsibility/content

Data reliability
•

Risk: losses from decisions/claims based on reliance on erroneous data

•

Resolution: limit liability on back-to-back basis with data provider or insure
against risk if providing the data

Automatic contracting and unauthorised intrusion
•

Risk: devices automatically entering into contracts with unintended
consequences , or are remotely controlled by unauthorised intrusion

•

Resolution: address liability risks contractually with suppliers/manufacturers
and implement operational safeguards

Product liability
• Risk: claims in delict / consumer protection legislation from device operating
faults causing economic loss, physical damage or personal injury
• Resolution: define boundaries of operational/contractual responsibility and
limit/exclude liability where legally permitted
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Technical and organisational issues
Security and cybercrime
•

Risk: interception, appropriation and corruption of data, and hacked remote
control of devices

•

Resolution: legislative proposals (e.g. Cybercrimes Bill, SAPS Cybercrime
Policy), regulatory requirements, operational and contractual responsibility of
suppliers to be defined, and internal IT usage polices to be updated

Interoperability standards
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•

Risk: devices/systems unable to inter-operate to allow data exchange

•

Resolution: private sector standards groups and legislative proposals
driving adoption of interoperability standards

Technical and organisational issues
Technical and organisational measures
•

Risk: security of personal data not safeguarded, and ubiquity of data
collection by devices leading to risk of data profiling, traceability and location
data

•

Resolution: address consent issues (consider explicit consent or obtaining
warranty comfort), revise organisational approach to information security
(e.g. POPI requires “appropriate and reasonable measures” – audit, verify,
monitor, update)

Information governance
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•

Risk: existing information governance may not address risks posed by vast
unstructured data sets

•

Resolution: update governance policy. Reconcile information retention
requirements with risk management strategy for data purging

Value exploiting
Big Data
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The effect on individuals may be the biggest
shock of all. Specific area expertise matters
less in a world where probability and
correlation are paramount…Subject matter
experts will not go away, but they will have to
contend with what the Big Data analysis says.
This will force an adjustment to traditional
ideas of management, decision-making,
human resources and education.
(Vicktor Mayer Schonberger,
Professor of Internet Governance and Regulation at Oxford University,
Big Data, Kenneth Cukier, Data Editor of The Economist)
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